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Abstract: We study the interaction of low energy neutrinos on nuclei that spontaneously undergo beta
decay showing that the product of the cross section times neutrino velocity takes values as high as

�������
	
cm

	��
for some specific nuclei that decay via allowed transitions. The absence of energy threshold and

the value of the cross section single out these processes towards the direct detection of very low energy
neutrino backgrounds such as the cosmological relic neutrinos.

Introduction

The interaction of an electron (anti)neutrino with
a nucleus  naturally undergoing beta (positron)
decay to the daughter nucleus ������������ ��� � ��� � (1)

shows the remarkable property of having no energy
threshold on the value of the incoming neutrino en-
ergy. Indeed, in these cases the energy balance of
the corresponding beta decay reactions is such that!#" %$�& !#" '�($*),+.-0/21 with

!#" �$ , !#" '��$
the mass of neutral atoms. Neutrino interaction of
this type is thus always energetically allowed, no
matter the value of the incoming neutrino energy354

. This reaction will be denoted in the follow-
ing as Neutrino Capture on Beta decaying nuclei
(NCB). In the limit of vanishing values of neutrino
mass 6 4

and
374

the neutrino contributes to NCB
uniquely via its lepton flavor quantum number and
in this case the electron in the final state has ex-
actly the beta decay endpoint energy + - . How-
ever, for finite 6 4

the electron kinetic energy is+8- � 3 4�9 +8- � 6 4
, while electrons emerging

from the analogous beta decay has at most an en-
ergy +8-:&;6 4

, neglecting nucleus recoil energy.
A minimum gap of 2 6 4

is thus present and this
at least in principle allows to distinguish between
beta decay and NCB interaction.

In neutrino physics, NCB represents to date the
only known reaction able to unambiguously detect
electron (anti)neutrino having arbitrary low ener-
gies. The idea of using NCB to measure the cos-
mological relic neutrino background predicted in
the framework of the Hot Big Bang model was al-
ready advocated many years ago in [9] even though
the original motivations have been ruled out. How-
ever, as we already mentioned, in case of massive
neutrinos a gap around + - is expected of the or-
der of twice the neutrino mass. Presently, neutrino
mass in the eV range is still allowed by data. In-
deed, oscillation experiments only provide a lower
limit to the mass of (at least) one neutrino mass
eigenstate of the order of 0.05 eV [6], while direct
measurements of electron energy spectrum in < H
decay gives 6 4>=@?

eV [3, 5]. As we will argue in
the following, if 6 4

is in the eV range, future NCB
experiments could represent an almost unique way
to detect cosmological neutrinos.

Neutrino cross section on A7B decaying
nuclei

NCB and its corresponding beta decay are essen-
tially the same phenomenon. In the case of un-
observed polarization the two processes have the
same invariant squared amplitude. In order to de-
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rive an expression for the NCB cross section we
make use of the beta decay formalism, evaluating
invariant amplitudes using the description of the
fermions in terms of spherical waves and the com-
putation of the corresponding nuclear state transi-
tion matrix elements.
Following the formalism of [1], for spin averaged
initial state and unobserved polarization we have
that for an incoming neutrino having momentumC 4 ( D 4 being the modulus of neutrino velocity)EGFIH�J D 4 ) K �-L C�M 3 MON "QPSRT3 M $VU "W3 M R C 4 $ 4 R (2)

where N "QPSRT3 M $ is the Fermi function and
3 M )3 4 � +8- � 6 M ) 3 4 � 6 4 �YX[Z with X[Z the

corresponding beta decay endpoint; U "W3 M R C 4 $ 4 is
the nuclear shape factor, an angular momentum
weighted average of nuclear state transition ampli-
tudes, which depends upon the nuclear properties
of the parent and daughter nuclei, thus involving
the calculation of nuclear matrix elements. Its gen-
eral expression can be found in [1]. NCB rate is
strongly related to the corresponding beta decay
process, whose rate is given by the well known
expression in terms of the beta decay shape factorU "\3 M R C 4 $]- . It is worth notice here that a simple
relation holds between the beta decay and the NCB
shape factors U "W3 M R C 4 $ 4 )^U "W3 M R & C 4 $_- though
both variables have different kinematical domains
in the two processes.
The beta decay rate can be expressed using the re-
lation ` � �- ) ? L <�a " K �-5b U - $ (3)

where the integrated Fermi function ( b ) and the
mean shape factor ( U8- ) are evaluated using the
known value of X[Z . We therefore obtainE FIH�J D 4 ) ? L �dc(e ?fhgji �Tkl� R

(4)

where the quantity
f

is given byf ) b U -C�M 3 MON "QPSRT3 M $VU "W3 M R C 4 $ 4 R
(5)

where the two factors U "W3 M R C 4 $ 4 and U8- depend
upon the same nuclear transition matrix elements.
As we will see, in some relevant cases the evalua-
tion of

f
is particularly simple so that Eq. (4) can

be computed in an exact way. In all cases where
this is not possible, systematic uncertainties affect-
ing the nuclear matrix element evaluation are ex-
pected to largely cancel in the shape factor ratio
appearing in

f
.

In case of superallowed transitions the NCB cross
section evaluation is particularly simple. Since
the decay occurs inside the same isospin multi-
plet ( mon^� mon ) both the vector and axial form
factors can contribute to the decay; the shape fac-
tor is thus a function of the vector and axial form
factors and can be evaluated using the initial and
final state spin and isospin wavefunctions. How-
ever, a precise calculation requires the evaluation
of higher order correction to nuclear matrix ele-
ments. On the other hand, we notice that since
the form factors do not depend on

3 M we can writef ) b a C M 3 M N "QPSRT3 M $ and we get for NCB pro-
cesses E FIH�J D 4 ) ? L � cpe ? CqM 3 MON "]PrRl3 M $b i �Vkl� R

(6)

which only depends on the half-life and the +s- of
the corresponding beta decay.
NCB cross section for nuclei that undergo allowed
beta decay can be evaluated only using a first or-
der approximation since the beta decay shape fac-
tor depends also on higher order terms. If only
the leading terms are taken into account we have
that U "W3 M R C 4 $_-;)�U "W3 M R C 4 $ 4 and from (2) one
derives an order of magnitude estimate for the
NCB interaction cross section. The effect of the
higher order terms is however, not negligible and
more precise estimates require nuclear matrix ele-
ment evaluation for each specific transition. Nev-
ertheless, we expect that at a higher level of accu-
racy with respect to the leading approximation as
above can be obtained using (4) and the fact that
for the shape factor t u i_v_w is reasonable to assumeU "\3 M R C 4 $ - a U "\3 M R C 4 $ 4yx{z

. Within this approx-
imation

f
is obtained using expression used for su-

perallowed decays.
In case of K-unique forbidden NCB takes a simple
form since there is only one nuclear form factor
involved in the shape factor. Defining the follow-
ing functions |�} " C M R C 4 $ for the

v
-forbidden unique

decays| � ) C � 4 � ` � C � M
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| � ) C�~4 � z 1� ` � C � 4 C � M � ` < C�~M (7)| < ) C��4 �@� ` � C ~ 4 C � M ��� ` < C � 4 C ~ M � ` ~ Cq�M
the corresponding shape factors are then given by

U "W3 M R C 4 $ }- ) � � }d���� N ���Q����(���W�l�l� �� �� "W? v � z $��p� � � | } " CqM R C 4 $�� (8)

Since there are only even powers of the neutrino
momentum C 4 these expressions are valid both for
beta decay and NCB interaction. As can be easily
seen the quantity

f
does not depend on the form

factor.

Estimating the cross section

We have evaluated NCB cross section for several
nuclei using parametrization of the Fermi function
and of the radial wave function coefficients

`��
in

the shape factor as in [1] and [10] to account for
finite nuclear size effect. We have performed an
extensive calculation of the NCB cross section for
all beta decaying transitions listed in the ENSDF
database [4]. A total of 14543 decays have been
analyzed, 6288 � � and 8255 electron capture and��� . We restricted our attention to both allowed
and unique forbidden decays having branching ra-
tios greater than �I� , namely 1272 � � decays and
799 ��� decays. A detailed report of NCB cross
section evaluation can be found in [2]. As we will
discuss in details in the next Section, any use of
NCB processes to study low energy neutrino fluxes
is crucially related to the issue of rejection of back-
ground events represented by the corresponding
beta decay process. For a given incident neutrino
flux, the ratio of the NCB to decay events is pro-
portional to E�FIH�J " D 4 a�� $ g�i �Vkl� , so that nuclei with
the highest value for this combination might give
the best chances if used in a future low energy neu-
trino detection experiment. We report these nuclei
in Table 1.

NCB versus A decay: the case of cosmo-
logical relic neutrinos

We now consider a possible application of NCB
to detection of the background of cosmological

relic neutrinos. Actually, this represents one of
the most ambitious challenges in modern cosmol-
ogy. Presently, we know that these neutrinos have
a number density of order � 4�� ��1 cm

� < neu-
trino (or antineutrino) per flavor and are character-
ized by a very small mean kinetic energy, of orderz 1 � ~ eV. There are two intertwined issues which
should be discussed, i.e. the event to background
rate and the energy resolution. First of all, though
as we stressed several times the NCB process is
with no energy threshold, nevertheless, the ratio
of NCB event number to corresponding beta de-
cay events is typically very small. Using expres-
sion (4) we find that

` 4 a ` - ) ? L � � 4 a f where
we have used the fact that relic neutrinos have a
very small mean momentum of order   4 with a
spread of the same order of magnitude, and the fact
that the product of NCB cross section times neu-
trino velocity gets an asymptotic constant value for
small neutrino energies. In the case of < H we get` 4G" <�¡7$¢)£1G� ¤¥¤ g z 1 � � < ` - " <�¡8$ Despite of that the
experimental signature of NCB events is in princi-
ple unambiguous since the electron (positron) in
the final state has a kinetic energy at least

? 6 4
above the beta decay endpoint energy. However,
the finite energy resolution of any experimental ap-
paratus and the extremely low cross section make
relic neutrino detection via NCB a real challenge
due to the large potential amount of background.
In an optimistic scenario with comparable values
of neutrino masses and experimental energy res-
olution, the situation could be promising. As an
example, we consider a future experiment reach-
ing an energy resolution ¦ , and neutrino masses
in the eV range. From Eq.3 the ratio of the event
rate

` - " ¦§$ for the last beta decay electron energy
bin X Z &¨¦ =;3 M = X Z , compared with the total
NCB event rate can be easily calculated, giving` 4` - " ¦§$ ) © ?�ª " � $ «   4¦�¬ < z"
z � ? 6 4 a ¦§$ < kl� R

(9)
where we have used the fact that � 4 )� ª " � $_ 5<4 a "® L � $ and in the case of + - /s/,¦ . We
have checked that this expression is accurate at per-
cent level for nuclei that undergo both allowed and
unique-forbidden transitions with endpoint energy
in the range

z 1 � < = +8- =£z 1 MeV. This gives for
example, the value

` 4 a ` - " ¦§$ � ? � ? g z 1 � �_¯ for¦°)h1�� ? eV and 6 4 )�1G��� eV. An estimate of the
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Isotope Decay Half-life ± FIH�J�²´³�µ ¶ �O·
(seconds) (

��� ���l¸
cm

	
)¹

H º � »�¼ ½�½ ¾j½À¿Á�O��Â ¾Ã¼ ½�ÄÅ¿Á���¥�Æ�Ç_¹
Ni º � »�¼È�OÉ�½�½À¿Á�O��Ê ��¼ »�½s¿Á��� � ÇÊ ¹
Zr º � Ä¥¼ Ë É�Ì.¿Á�O� ¸ ¹ ÌÃ¼ »�Ë.¿Í��� ��¸\Î¸\Î Ç
Ru º � »�¼ Ì�Ì�¾j½À¿Á�O� Ï ÉÃ¼ ½�½s¿Á��� �Æ�¸\Î Ï
Pd º � ÌÃ¼ ��É��OÌÅ¿Ð�O��¸\� ÌÃ¼ É�½.¿Í���¥��¸\Î¸\Â Ï
Re º � ��¼ »�¾�Ì�¾Å¿Ð�O� ¸\Â Ä¥¼ » Ì8¿Í��� ��¸_¸¸_¸

C º�Ñ ��¼ Ì�Ì�Òs¿Ð�O� ¹ Ä¥¼ Ò�Òs¿Á��� � ¹¸ ¹
N º�Ñ ÉÃ¼ Ë�Ë.¿Í��� 	 É�¼ ».¿Í��� � ¹¸WÓ
O º Ñ ��¼ Ì�ÌjÄÅ¿Ð�O� 	 Ë�¼ ¾�É.¿Á��� � ¹¸\Â
F º Ñ Ò�¼ ½���Ës¿Ð�O� ¹ ÌÃ¼ Ò�»s¿Á���¥� ¹	_	
Na º�Ñ Ë�¼ � ¾8¿Í��� Ï »�¼ ��ÄÅ¿Á��� � Ï�
Ó
Ti º�Ñ ��¼ »�� ¾.¿Ð�O� � »�¼ ½ ¾.¿Á��� �Æ�

Table 1: Beta decaying nuclei that present the
largest product of E FIH�J " D 4 aÃ� $ g¥i �Tkl� for low neu-
trino momentum and have a � � decay branching
fraction larger than 80%.

signal to background ratio can be easily obtained
in case of Gaussian errors on the measured elec-
tron energy. A signal to noise ratio of order 3 is for
example obtained if ¦#)21�� ? eV for 6 4 ),1G� � eV,
while a smaller neutrino mass of 1�� � eV requires¦Ô)Y1G� z eV. In these cases a total event number of
order 10 is needed to get a 5- E�Õ v
Ö � w D � t�× claim.
Presently, this energy resolution seems very hard
to get. Nevertheless, if a large neutrino mass will
be found by ongoing beta decay experiments such
as KATRIN [7], it is not inconceivable that a fu-
ture generation of experiments might reach energy
resolution as low as 0.1 eV. Finally, we estimate
the order of magnitude of the mass of detector re-
quired to see neutrino events from the cosmolog-
ical background using NCB. It can be shown that
the expected total event rate is given by? � ØI� g z 1 � � E�FIH�J D 4 aÃ�z 1 � ~lÙ�Ú�Û ��Ü�Ý � � Û§Þ c � � � (10)

As an interesting example, we consider the case of< H. From (10) and using the results of Table 1, we
estimate 7.5 events per year of data taking for a
mass of 100 g.

Conclusions

In this paper we have reported a careful analysis
of neutrino capture on beta decaying nuclei. These

processes have the remarkable property of having
no energy threshold on the incoming neutrino en-
ergy and thus they might represent a good class of
interactions suitable for low energy neutrino de-
tection. Our study has been inspired by the fact
that we presently know that neutrinos are massive
particles and might have masses 6 4

as large as a
fraction of eV. Indeed, there is a gap of 2 6 4

in
the electron or positron energy spectrum separat-
ing the (few) events induced by e.g. relic neutri-
nos, from the large background of standard beta
decays. At least in principle, this allows to disen-
tangle the two processes. Of course, any possibility
to translate this idea into a real experimental tech-
nique depends upon two crucial issues, namely the
expected order of magnitude of NCB event rate as
well as the required energy resolution on the out-
going electron (positron). We have investigated in
detail these issues showing that NCB cross section
could give rise to a remarkably large event rate and
that a reasonable background rejection is achiev-
able in case detector energy resolution is better
than the value of the neutrino mass. We remark
here that a further enhancement could be obtained
in case of massive neutrino gravitational clustering
as described in [8].
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